Art and Archaeology in China

Art and Archaeology in China documents one of the most acclaimed and well-attended
exhibitions in recent years. Over three million visitors saw the flying horse of the Han dynasty
and the jade shroud that are now widely and popularly recognized and pictured here, along
with many other archaeological treasures. Illustrations depict objects that range in time from
600,000 BC to the end of the Yuan dynasty in the fourteenth century. Many are shown in their
archaeological settings. The text by Edmund Capon places them in historical perspective and
cultural context, and explains modern Chinas unusual approach to archaeological preservation
and interpretation. While there is much to fascinate archaeologists, historians, and sinologists,
the book will appeal to readers and viewers without specialized knowledge, but who have an
eye for incomparable beauty.
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It will explore Chinese art and archaeology in great depth and provide the methodological
foundation for further archaeological research. It provides the student. Art and Archaeology of
Early Imperial China. todrickhall.com This course covers the period from the unification of
China to the end of the Tang.
As the first part of a multi-semester overview of the history of Chinese art, this course focuses
on visual and material culture in what is now China from the 5th. The archaeology of China is
researched intensively in the universities of the region and also Jump up ^ China archaeology
and art digest, Volume 3, Issue 4.
China archaeology and art digest. New Title: [China heritage newsletter]. Language(s):
English ; Chinese. Published: Hong Kong: Art Text (HK) Ltd., -. London, Saffron Books,
Eastern Art Publishing, , p., num. ill. ( International Series in Chinese Art and Archaeology,
No. 1). This is an excellent book.
Arthur M. Sackler Museum of Art and Archaeology at Peking University Dr. Arthur M.
Sackler expressed his interest in helping China preserve its rich cultural .
1st. Edition , Stiff paper covers in a French glossy illustrated wraped dust jacket, page book
with illustrated plated color and black & white. C.
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